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First, the focus on determining causation

To determine causation we need:

1. to establish time order

the cause precedes the e�ect

2. to �nd a correlation

the cause is related to the e�ect

3. to prove non-spuriousness

no plausible alternative explanations other than the cause
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�di�erential treatment on the basis of race that disadvantages
a racial group� (Blank et al. 2004)

What survey question or interview question would directly

assess whether or not discrimination occurs?

Lower instances of a�rmative responses to questions about
discriminatory beliefs and attitudes over time (Bobo 2001;
Schuman et al. 2001)

Social desirability bias (Pager and Quillian 2005)
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Omitted variable bias, sample selection bias, etc. (Lucas 2008;
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many options for email (both types of questions and assistance
from others)
aim to be realistic and minimally obtrusive
challenging to implement, may be di�cult to incorporate
multiple treatments
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Ethics should always be the �rst consideration in experimental
design.

Generally, experimental designs can be tough(er) to get
through IRB (ethics board).

By their nature, correspondence audits will employ deception.

They may include some level of intrusion and minor harm.

No voluntary participation and informed consent

You may not want to debrief subjects in some �eld
experiments.
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From Experience: Ethics and Experiments

A twist for some �eld experiments at some universities!

The Common Rule and DHHS guidelines state that a human
subject is de�ned as:

�a living individual, about whom an investigator conducting
research obtains (1) data through intervention or interaction
with the individual, or (2) identi�able private information.�

What if no data about any individuals will be obtained from
your experiment?

Not human subjects determination? Maybe.
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be aware of possibility of experiment discovery
address in ethics review � what will you do?

Intrusion and harm

try to minimize � hard to avoid some amount of harm
multiple forms of harm
questioning experiment may increase harm

Debrie�ng subjects

may increase harm
what is gained?
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It is important to understand what your unit of analysis is

(for more than just human subjects determination)

You may choose a within-subject or a between-subject design
depending on your question(s) and other aspects of design

A within-subject design may be more statistically e�cient
(more later)

However, higher chance of experiment discovery

Not all questions and randomized characteristics allow
within-subject design

Multiple characteristics may create a split within- and
between-subject design
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Online survey platforms (MTurk popular in the U.S.)
Single signals or confounders?

Legal regulations

Terms of service violations
Cell phone restrictions
IP addresses
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Lahey and Beasley 2009 - Stand-alone application (Resume
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Other options: Guru, mail merge, university resources, other
one-o� programmers, code on your own

Timing concerns

Realism
Avoid experiment discovery
Minimize non-replies
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Construct validity - does the construct capture what we
assume it does?

may be a weakness of correspondence audits (depends on
design)
top threats to validity:

construct confounding - operationalization captures multiple
constructs
reactivity to the experimental situation - re�ection of units'
perception of the experimental situation (also, placebo e�ect
and discovery)
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